
Unfunded 
Requirements 2.0
Identify and fund mission-aligned 
spending priorities as money 
becomes available

A Modern, Agile UFR Process
Standardized Prioritization Framework 
to develop a list of real time requirements 
on which your unit can act as the mission 
changes. 

Automated Requirements Intake using 
custom forms to collect, organize, and 
prioritize requirements with direct input 
into a structured data model.

Collaborative Scoring reduces individual 
biases and accounts for qualitative factors to 
best align investments with the mission. 

Purpose Built Visualizations simplify the 
prioritization and re-ordering of 1-N lists to 
rapidly making funding decisions as money 
becomes available.

Real-Time Data allow planners to rely on 
timely information to make decisions without 
the need for emergency data calls.

Portfolio Roll-Up provides an integrated 
view of enterprise-wide requirements to ease 
communication up and down a command.

Plan for the Future, 
Sustain Today

Eliminate  
Spreadsheets

Stop wasting time on 
validation and focus 
on data analysis by 
automating data 
management.

Reduce Human          
Error

Manual input and 
validation are notoriously 
unreliable resulting in 
decisions  made on 
incorrect information.

Streamline 
Communications

Rapidly share 
information via in-app 
commenting at the 
decision point.

Log In-App    
Activities

Track all activities 
performed in the 
portfolio, when the 
changes occured, 
when, and by whom.



“ Decision Lens ensures projects of the highest relative 
merit are consistently programmed, budgeted and 
executed first.” 
- Vice Admiral (retired) Adam M. Robinson Jr., Former Surgeon General of the United 
States Navy

Outcomes
Timely Allocation of Funds. Quick, informed 
decisions get dollars out to the program groups 
faster to satisfy mission needs.

Quantified Mission Alignment. Create a collective 
line of sight to strategy which ties resources to 
mission aligned initiatives.

Effectively Inform Decisions. Develop robust 
decision justification with our prioritization 
framework coupled with what-if analysis 
capabilities.

Assessed Readiness Impact. Automate 
elements of decision support reult in improved 
quantification & justification of funding decisions.

Meeting Public   
Sector Needs

Security
FedRAMP, IL-2 Compliant AWS 
Hosting, IL-4/5 on Air Force 
Cloud One

Hosting Options
AWS GovCloud SaaS, Agen-
cy-Networks (NIPR, SIPR, 
JWICS), Advana, Self-Hosted

Flexible Contracting Options
SBIR, NASA SEWP, 8(a), GSA, 
and Other Agency-Specific 
Vehicles

Decision Lens Customers

Let’s get started.
We have been improving public sector planning for 15+ years, modernizing how government prioritizes, 
plans, and funds.

decisionlens.com      sales@decisionlens.com


